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1.

Part 1: Introductory remarks

This logbook contains the impressions, observations and reflections of our study group during
the study week in Karlstad, Sweden, in the time of April 24th to April 28th, 2017. As we attended
the meetings, visits and especially the school visits together and regularly reflected within the
student group what we had been observing, it is also a kind of reflection of individual
observations.
Especially concerning the school visits we – at the beginning – had the paper by Heinz Ivkovits
as a basis and agreed how we would split up the different observation tasks. After the first
school visit to Ävkullegymnasium we had a long discussion about this arrangement and how
this could be reflected in the log book. In the end, we agreed that we would make one single
text out of it as (1) it was difficult to separate the different observation tasks one from the other
and (2) we reflected and discussed (on late nights and in early mornings) all the observations
we made within the group so that the log book as we wrote it finally down is a group work.
Finally, we decided to put a collection of pictures made during the week in the logbook so that
the observations and reflections also get a “face”.

Annette Biderbost, Alexander Hanisch-Wolfram, Helga Lecher
Karlstad, April 2017
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2.

Monday, 24 April 2017

In the morning, the programme of the week was presented by Kristian and Kerstin at Karlstad
University; parallel to this presentation they commented on the current situation in Karlstad
regarding different cultures and religions. For example, they spoke about the cultural
background of the population in Sweden in general (whereas some years ago, 14 % had a nonSwedish cultural background, there are 21-22 % today).
Concerning the Catholic community in Karlstad, this community moved to a former Baptist
Church in the centre of the town (which looks like a normal house); only one person is working
there, as Catholics are a very small minority here. Even more, there were attacks on the building,
but it did not come out who was responsible. Nonetheless, there actually is an intellectual
movement towards the Catholic Church – which is quite remarkable from an Austrian point
of view.
The Islamic Community on the other hand has severe problems finding a suitable place for a
mosque – in some areas the municipality does not want it to be built, other areas are too
expensive and furthermore some political groups are making public pressure against the
community.
Traditionally the Swedish school system is a state-run system. Actually, there are also “free
schools”, where the places for the pupils are paid by the State but the schools are privately run.
There emerged a „school market“, the quality of school is likely to decline and schools might
be run just in order to gain money. Once the system is opened in this way, it is very difficult to
turn it back, but at least there is a sense of acknowledging that this new system does not really
work (caused also by the fact that Sweden’s result in the PISA testing has remarkably declined).
Besides the marketization of the schools, another problem is segregation, schools are very
uneven in Sweden right now, and the money is distributed in a very uneven way. As there now
is a free choice of schools, there is a growing concurrence between schools. In some schools,
there are very long lists of families wanting to send their children too. In addition, there are
large differences concerning the “image” or prestige of schools, and the different financial
needs of schools often are not met.
Generally, pupils stay together in one class until the age of 16, and 98 % of them continue
school afterwards. For the last two years, they can choose between 18 different courses of
finishing school, ranging from a general education to a concrete professional formation. Which
programme can be chosen depends among other things on the marks.

RE teacher education at Karlstad University (Kristian Niemi)
Students who want to become teachers have to choose two different studies; one of them can
be RE. Students attend courses in one subject for three semesters, followed by on semester of
general pedagogics; after that they have three semesters in their second subject, followed again
by general pedagogics. If they want they can also study a third subject so that they are at
university for 5,5 years. The different subjects are combined in several blocks, e.g. Religion,
Geography, History, Social Sciences; often they choose two subjects from the same block. As
we heard from students later on, the choice of subjects often is not primarily oriented by
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interest (but what fits to the second subject), e.g. the choice of RE has not necessarily to do
with a personal interest in religion or own personal faith.
Students do not always feel being well
prepared for university when they
start their studies whereas others are
very well prepared so that the
conditions for the courses are not
easy. Only few students who study
RE come from immigrant families.
The curriculum of RE training
consists of 4 modules:
(1) Religion and life philosophy,
(2) World religions,
(3) Christian faiths and traditions and
(4) Young people’s life questions and the teaching of religion.
In the 1st semester it’s mainly about knowledge about religion in general, in the 2nd semester
there is more theorizing about religious questions and more about didactics. Concerning
Module 2 there is more ethics in the 2nd semester, from the 3rd module the 2nd semester
focusses on monotheistic religions. (for detailed information see syllabuses sent by Kristian)

Lecture on stereotypes and antisemitism
The main aim of the lecture was to increase sensitivity regarding stereotypes in the field of the
relationship between Judaism and Christianity. To this aim, students should look at different
movies and discuss about several questions:
 How do people speak?
 Can you feel differences in the way they speak, move, behave etc.?
 How are Jews / Romans pictured?
 Is it possible to make another interpretation / presentation (in what direction)?
This discussion should be combined with a lecture of relevant Bible texts from the Gospels of
Matthew and John. As an impulse for group work an old printing of the Ascension of Christ
where Jewish people are not recognisable as Jews but rather look like European people.
Concerning the lecture as such and the discussion following the work in groups the following
reflections can be made:
 The work orders for the groups were formulated in a rather unclear way and split up in
various different questions so that it was not quite clear what exactly should be the topic
of the discussion and on what issues the groups should focus. This was clearly visible
in group discussions where very different topics came up.
The READY project is co-funded by the European Union. This text reflects the views only of the authors,
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 In the concluding discussion we had the impression that the lecturer was not adequately
prepared as he did not seem to know the movies himself in necessary detail and as there
were several topics in the discussion he could not very well cope with.
 For the discussion in / with the group of students in the course it seemed to be
problematic that so many other people appeared in the lecture. The discussion was
dominated by the participants of the READY-project and this on an high reflexive level
– which seemed to be quite difficult for the students.
Following the lecture we had the opportunity to discuss with the students on general questions
of their RE studies. An interesting detail was that the RE studies are also the basis for the
formation to become a Lutheran priest (but it is necessary to continue studies at another
university). They said that the courses at university are quite different from what they expected
because they experienced RE in schools very differently. The main difference was that in school
they got information and facts about religions and at the university they got – as they put it –
questions, some of them being quite difficult to answer. So they did not feel ready to teach RE
in class – but this at a point in time where they still have two more years at the university.
What became clear in the discussion was that the personal opinion (or worldview, faith etc.) of
the students is something that they do not want to speak about and what they do not see as
part of their education (or later on as part of their teaching). Discussion this issue with us visibly
was quite difficult for the students, they seemed to be irritated how they should cope with this
question and that it made them feel rather uneasy.

Presentation on India Project and Jerusalem (Tilda Henriksson and Maria Vestman)
Tilda Henriksson and Maria Vestman told the group about their experiences in India which
were linked to the India programme of Karlstad University in Varanasi. Students from Karlstad
have the opportunity for small field studies or school visits in India (in the context of their RE
studies), this project has a high reputation in Varanasi. Students stay 10 to 15 weeks in India,
students from India on the other hand can come to Sweden.
Especially Tilda spoke very much about her personal (also emotional) experiences in India,
focussing quite a long time on her marriage. She told us that our own personal experience
influences how we go to classroom, how and what we teach; asked how this goes together with
the ideal of an „objective“ RE, she answered that experience was just as a tool for teaching,
not really influencing the way we view things or we teach religion. Experiencing a wedding in
Hindu tradition for her was a primarily cultural thing, not really a religious issue, at least she
seemed only slightly reflecting it.
Unfortunately, she told only very few things about her stay in Jerusalem and the things she told
us as a conclusion of this stay were very general.
Maria told us about her small field studies (three months) on the question of whether class /
cast affects the religious life of women. She observed and interviewed six women and this field
study was the basis for her Bachelor essay.
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Impressions from Karlstad I
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3.

Tuesday, 25 April 2017

School visit 1 (Älvkullegymnasiet)
This school looks very nice. Anette Fredsberg welcomed us and talked to us in a special room,
where she offered us a coffee. The school is for pupils from age 15/16 to 18/19, an upper
secondary school. The specialization of the school are natural sciences and technical subjects.
The class we visited is a class in the 3rd degree upper secondary school, with 30 pupils – but
this day only 23 attended school (7 girls and 16 boys). They work with computers in practically
every subject. Anette told us that some of the pupils are Christians (some believe, some do not
believe in god at all) and some might be baptised. It is difficult to recognize the cultural or
religious background of each of them. They look just like teenagers. There are no different
skin-colors, behaviours or religious symbols, which might suggest a special membership, and
there are no religious symbols (like a cross) in the classroom or in school building.
The class has RE only in this term during the whole time in upper secondary school; there are
45 units per term (3 units a week), one unit is
about 1 hour and 20 minutes. In this term they
learn about Hinduism, Buddhism, Ethics and at
the moment they have lessons about Judaism
and Christianity.
Anette started with a music – a cross was on a
big screen (fitting the topic of the day,
Christianity). She started with beginning to read
the myth of creation in Gen 1. Following this,
the pupils had to discuss on some general
question on the perception of god. As a next
step, she gave an overview over the Abrahamitic religions. Following that, Anette asked the
questions: What do you believe in? Who is Christian? Is it enough to be a cultural Christian?
Who decides who is a Christian? What makes a Christian out of a person?
Following the answers of the pupils, the basic idea of Trinity was explained – followed again
by a question for the pupils to discuss: How is God? Among the answers where: almighty, holy,
very old, good and “kaxig”. After that, the class watched a film of the Swedish comedian Jonas
Gardell, a film about the doubts of a gay man who is asking how the Christian god is.
We agreed in our group that the film was not suitable for use in school because it shows quite
negative image of the Bible and the Christian tradition and to work with this movie would need
a lot of knowledge and reflexion. Generally, many questions were raised that could not be
answered or discussed anymore.
When we came to school the entrance area was quite busy; among the pupils there were only
very few who apparently had a Muslim and / or foreign background (and in the class we visited
there were no pupils with a Muslim background.
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Anette has an own room for RE, but on this day she taught in the pupil´s class. This classroom
is like their living room and it looks rather like a youth-centre. There are refrigerators beside
the entrance – painted with with funny comics. Some tins (Coke etc.) are standing there in a
row like a gallery. On the backside there is a Playstation on the ground – as we came in the
classroom, some boys where playing. Anette told us, that the pupils use this room very often
as a relaxing-room. In the back of the classroom there stood a small Christmas tree. They can
come to school whenever they want to. It´s dark in the classroom (one of the boys has a lightallergy) so every table has light spots and – of course – tablets on it. It looks like a large office
for youngsters. You could think to sit in an Austrian classroom of pupils in this age.
Anette Fredberg’s own RE teaching room is decorated in way that at first sight you can tell she
teaches English and RE. There are, among other things, many Bibles and Qurans, images of
Hinduist deities, reproduction of Christian art, Buddhist prayer flags – and Maps and pictures
of England and the USA.
When we sat together before going to class,
she told us already that she chooses her
clothes and accessoires according to the topic
of the lesson – so for this day she had a shirt
with the main symbols of the Abrahamitic
religions and a necklace with a cross. She said
that she changes this every time it fits to the
subject: “Today I´m a Christian because of
the topic. Tomorrow perhaps I´m Hindu… I
want to show them how it can work in
different ways.” This also means that she
wears sometimes a sari or a scarf. In this
context, she told us that she is not religious herself at all.
Her approach to RE is, among other aspects that she
wants that the pupils can feel what it means to be
Christian, Jewish, Muslim etc. To make this
experience possible she offers them the possibility to
try out some religious practices; e.g. she has some
Muslim prayer carpets in her room.
During class, the relation between the teacher and
the pupils appeared to be quite respectful and
positive. Concerning the teaching methods it was a
rather one-sided approach, Anette referred about the
content and the pupils discussed. On the other hand
it was visible that there is mutual respect between the
teacher and the pupils.
It was a surprisingly similar atmosphere in this
classroom like in Austria. Diversity was not
recognisable. Clothes are in general leger and there
were no religious or cultural differences visible.
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As Anette wrote down some words on the whiteboard, pupils discussed with each other. There
was no hierarchy visible; girls and boys seemed to have equal rights. They sit mixed in the
classroom, there are no differences recognizable. In the discussion, questions are retrieved;
some of the pupils give a hand sign, when they want to tell something. Unfortunately, the unit
is held in Swedish so that the content of it was difficult to understand.
The lesson seemed to be very relaxed. Like in Austria almost the pupils in the first row were
working, the last row (some boys with base caps) were doing their own thing - but at least it
was quiet.
No one in the class seemed to be afraid of talking about his minds and his opinion – but there
was no discussion about it.

Working lunch with Maria Vestman, student at KAU
As the plan for the field visit had no extra meeting with the Karlstad students participating in
the READY project we arranged a lunch meeting with Maria Vestman on Tuesday (we asked
Tilda Henriksson to come too but she was busy that day).
First of all it was a good experience to be in personal contact with someone we until then only
got to know via mail or e-twinning. Maria herself had told us already on Monday that she had
many questions about our approach to RE and how RE was working in Austria. One special
topic we discussed during lunch was how one could react in RE class if the topic of
homosexuality comes up and how we could deal with homophobic opinions. The discussion
was interesting as it was clear that we all had the same opinion on the topic itself but the context
or RE in our countries offer different ways of dealing with it.
In the course of our talk we explained a little more about the broad range of topics RE covers
in Austria and how the situation is compared to Sweden,

Religionskunskap – The Swedish curriculum
In this afternoon session, Kristian and Kerstin informed us about the curricula for RE in
preschool, compulsory school and upper secondary school. Basically, education is free in
Sweden from the age of 6 onwards.
After 1945 democracy became the key concept of politics in Sweden, even some sort of civic
religion. This also affected school politics to a high degree. The aim is (still) one scholl for all
which does not mean the same school for all. Today, 48 % of the students attend some further
education after upper secondary school (this school is attended by 84 %).
Besides the standard school system there are schools for people with special need (e.g. for deaf
children) and because of the possibility of running “free schools”, there are also several schools
run by religious communities (e.g. Jewish school in Stockholm). A special case are schools for
national minorities, especially the Sami. Faith-schools are permitted, the lessons are added to
the lessons of ordinary schools.
The READY project is co-funded by the European Union. This text reflects the views only of the authors,
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The curricula for all school types are based on fundamental values such as tolerance, respect
(here, the question of sexual orientation has a quite prominent place) and other similar
principles.
A majority of Swedish children already attend preschool, which is part of the educational
system (for about 15 hours a week). Afterwards, children go to compulsory school from age 6
to 16 (where they have free lunch!). At the age of seven, every child has to go to school. Within
the curriculum, there is a “social science block” that consist of history, geography, social science
and religion.
The focus religious education has in school varies from compulsory school to upper secondary
school. In compulsory school, pupils have more subjects – so there is less time for religion
than in upper secondary school. The focus of RE here is on Christianity and on traditions that
have been influenced by Christianity (what in Sweden mainly means Protestantism). The basic
approach of RE in upper secondary school ist that the teacher should not judge, but discuss
the different views. In the group this was discussed on the example of homosexuality, especially
how to deal with religious groups that represent rather illiberal views on this isuue. The Swedish
approach here is to show pupils, that there is a view of presenting homosexuality in a positive
way, to show a way to respect homosexuals. If there are intolerant or unjustified views or
opinions, there should be discussion to meet this.

Work on READY-Students’ lesson plans
For working on student’s lesson plans, Kristian distributed a paper worked out by Gabriella
Dahlhjelm and Lisa Lanneras on the topics “What is religion” and “How religion is visible in
Karlstad”. Following a short lecture of the text we watched a part of the video documentation
made by the Karlstad team, one of the lessons of Gabriella and Lisa, a second one of Tilda’s
and Maria’s lessons. This was
followed by a discussion on how
such videos could be used within
teacher education.
Especially, to reflect the experiences
of video documentation we shortly
presented our own work on the
topics refugees and eschatology and,
together with Martin, told about how
the filming went and what could be
made out of this work.
On this discussion, we can formulate
the following observations and
conclusions
 First of all, we were quite disappointed that none of the Karlstad students took part in
this presentation and discussion as it was their work that was presented and we had
hoped that there would be some exchange between the student groups. Unfortunately,
the plan for the week did not include any meeting with the Karlstad students (apart
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from Monday afternoon where, however, the focus was on their presentations on
India).
 We had the possibility of presenting our own work in the project shortly, but we think
it would have been even better if there would have been more space to exchange views
and experiences more directly and more in depth.
 The preparation and realization of the video documentation had been quite some work
(taken alone the administrative efforts that had to be made) and therefore it was slightly
irritating that there was a very fundamental discussion on if and how these videos shall
or could be used in teacher education. To our understanding, there already existed at
least a general agreement on this topic. We think that such video documentation can be
very helpful and – together with some commentary – should be used.
 As we presented our lessons on eschatology, Jane made a remark that such lessons and
the pupils should be prepared very sensitively and that this was a very difficult topic.
This remark came somewhat as a surprise because in RE – as it is organized in Austria
– topics such as death and eschatology regularly are part of the lessons, at least around
Easter. But furthermore, it became clear that there is a fundamental difference between
the approaches to RE in general: whereas our own approach is planned to lead to
personal and also emotional comments and expressions of the pupils concerning their
views on faith and religion, this is not what RE in England or Sweden focusses on.
There, quite on the contrary, the focus is on content and on knowledge. Whereas in
these countries classes would rather have just been about different conceptions of
heaven (or anything comparable) in different religions, our approach was to lead pupils
to articulate their own perceptions (which is connected to the concept of religious
competence).
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4.

Wednesday, 26 April 2017

The third day of our study visit started with warm sunshine and a walk through the town to get
an impression of Karlstad. During this walk we made some observations which made us clears
some differences between Austria and Sweden:
 In public space, there are unisex-toilets which you would not find in Austria
 In public transport, there are practically no special places or signs for people with special
needs
 Many buildings (also schools) are not built in a way that people with special needs can
move freely in these buildings
These and other observations we will take with us in the next days and will add up to our
observation tasks.

School visit 2 (Nobelgymnasiet)
The school looks very nice, compared to Ävkullegymnasiet it seemed to be somewhat cleaner
and better organized. The school has many focusses (hairdresser, auto mechanic, watch-guide,
generally young people are trained like in Austrian professional schools).
The teacher Anne-Lie Holmer
welcomed us and talked to us in the
classroom before the lesson started.
She has no fix classroom for RE, so
that she has to walk around in the
school; therefore, she has a trolley to
bring her books and other stuff
from one room to the other.
The class we visited consist of about
20 girls aged 18, on this day there
were 17 girls in class. In the
beginning, Anne-Lie controlled absents and introduced us as visitors. There is nearly no visible
diversity in the class. Anne-Lie explained that some might believe in anything, but it is difficult
to talk about it in general.
Three of the girls were sitting in the back of the class (even behind us – we were sitting in the
last row, they took a small bench at the back wall), and they were watching their mobiles. The
teacher asked them to come forward, which they did not. According to their appearance, they
might have Turkish or Arabic roots. It is difficult to say, but maybe they have no further
connection to their class-mates and even want to have a separated space in class.
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Concerning the teacher’s approach to RE, she wants to show the
pupils, how they can handle with different religions and cultures,
showing about religion “how do you do it”. According to her,
there are many positive ways to live, which you can find in every
religion. Therefor she likes to use a book of Antoon Geels (“Laga
världen”). Concerning her own faith, she mentioned Hinduism
(the topic of the day’s lesson) as “her passion”. Anne-Lie wore on
this day a necklace with a figure of Ganesha that she took
explicitly for this lesson.
During the group work and the break, we discussed some general
questions concerning RE with the teacher (which had come up
on Monday already):
 On the contents of RE, they have a sort of quiz and in the end they have to write three
examinations; to visit RE classes is obligatory (but if they do not come to class it has
hardly any consequences);
 Students generally do not make any notes during the lesson – they have a student book
with discussion-points and they get the presentation and other material.
 There is a learning platform (every gymnasium in Karlstad is working with it) where
they can post their examinations and discuss different questions (and work together),
this is like a repetition. One aspect that they prepare and work for their own so that
they also can think about their own believing and faith without being exposed to the
comments of the others.
The relation between the pupils and the teacher seems to be quite good. The girls even call her
by her first name. Due to the fact that they only have one semester of RE it is quite difficult to
build up a relationship but it seemed that Anne-Lie was making an effort to reach this aim
nonetheless.
The classroom itself looks very neutral – there is no personal character of a class or subject,
neither are there religious or cultural symbols (only some pictures of old Hollywood-stars like
Elvis Presley). This room looks like a classroom in a secondary school in Austria. The windows
are closed with jalousies – artificial light spots brighten the room. It was a little bit cold inside
the room.
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The topic of the lesson was an
introduction to Hinduism; it was the
first unit on this religion. Anne-Lie first
wrote the plan for the lesson on the
white-board. Then she asked the girls
about their minds – what they knew
about Hinduism. The working
atmosphere was not very concentrated,
but not too loud; the words the pupils
mentioned were: temple, Ganesha,
Buddha, reincarnation, Ka-heligt (?),
asia, karma, life after death, monks,
Ganges, polytheism, yoga, Shiv,
Vishnu. Some of the girls were
working with their mobiles and trying to find words, which fit to the topic. After making this
collection of words, she started with a presentation in religions in India and focussing on the
basics of Hinduism (history, origins, symbols, deities…). The girls did not seem to be very
interested; it seems that it is quite hard to inspire or even interest these girls. One was sleeping,
some were playing with their nails, the ones behind us were making disturbing noises –
teenagers like in Austria I suppose.
Afterwards, the teacher divided the class into small groups of about three girls and each group
had to work on one Hindu deity (appearance in art, symbols, meaning etc.). This work was
followed by a small break. After the break the groups presented the result of their researches
(in quite different quality of content and presentation). This work was done quite well even by
the three girls in the back of the classroom.
As a kind of general reflexion, we discussed after the school visit the question of the relevance
the content of the lesson could or should have for the pupils. In preparing our own lessons we
are used to start with the question what relevance does it have for the children and can we
connect it to the lives of the children. In the classes we visited so far, this question did not
seem to be of any relevance. If they are interested and if they listen, they maybe know quite a
lot about Hinduism – but it has no “real” relevance for their lives.
A second reflexion was that the way religious questions are dealt with in school show something
about the status religion has in Swedish public discourse. It even seemed to us that there was
the aim that pupils should not be “too” religious or at least that they should not talk about it.
Maybe this has to do with a fear of religious radicalization but it seemed to us to get in some
contradiction to an open, plural society where everyone can say his or her opinion freely and
conflicts can be solved by discussion or discourse. As we heard on Monday afternoon this
would be the case if the topic was homosexuality – so why not when it comes to religion? The
importance of an interreligious dialogue is generally accepted nowadays but how can this be
supported if pupils learn at school that one’s own religion is something one should not speak
about in public at all?
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Visit to the Islamic Centre / Karlstad Moské
In the afternoon, we went to the
mosque of Karlstad. We had a
meeting with Rauf Ahmahdi. He
is responsible for the mosque,
for newspapers and visitors
from schools. 19 years ago he
came to Sweden, before that he
was living in a refugee camp in
Iraq for 17 years. His home
country is the Kurdish part of
Iran. For him it is necessary that
he works for the safety in
Sweden in common with his
religion – as he said several times, not every Moslem is in IS or a terrorist.
In Karlstad lived 6.000 to 7.000 Moslems a couple of years ago, today there might be around
10.000. Their mosque is a room in a “normal” house and for this big community much too
small. They want to build a new and bigger one but they have really problems with parts of the
Swedish people and the municipality of
Karlstad – but now it seems that it could
work (a final decision is expected for June
2017). For Ahmadi it is important that the
mosque looks like the houses in the
neighbourhood so that all houses make a
good picture. Ahmadi wants to have a good
partnership with all people. The community
needs 15 Mio. SEK to build the mosque.
They have already collected money from
different sources, and he stressed several
times that the community does not get money from other countries.
At least 35 nationalities (most of them come from a land of war) are going to the Karlstad
mosque, they are preaching in Swedish and Arabic. For them it is very important to give a good
picture to other people, in the personal way that everybody is a role model for kids – adults’
behaviour is copied by the kids. Children of the community get lessons in Koran (2 h per week);
they want to give them a good basic in reading the Koran and preaching.
Twenty percent of the Karlstad Moslems are regularly in the mosque, the others from time to
time. Ahmadi has a meeting with the police once a month. He argued that whatever happens
today in the world with terrorism has a lot to do with money but not with religion. All terrorist
are outside of a mosque community. For him it is very difficult to get the definition to the
world that terrorism is not the Islam, those are, in his view, completely other things. He spends
a lot of time to defend Islam (or what Islam means for him). For example if his children hear
that Jesus is dead, is his work to tell them that Jesus is a prophet for the Moslems – the respect
of all religious is in this case very important.
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We discussed the point of clothes and meals. He argued that Muslim women can decide on
their own what they wear – no men can decide this for his women. Children until the age of
15 are completely free. They do not have to feast during Ramadan and they can choose their
own clothes. He gave great importance to the fact that in European societies everyone is free
and has the chance to decide for him- or herself. Getting meal in school is nonetheless a
challenge for Muslim children. They can decide between three meals – there is no meal cooked
“halal” but at least they can choose vegetarian meal.
The question why so many people in Sweden are faithless he answered that everybody gives
food to his body to feel well and everybody should believe because this is good for his or her
soul. We thought that this were very impressing words as an end to this visit.

Visit to the Catholic Church of Karlstad
At 6 p.m. a part of the group attended the Catholic mass,
that – apart from the READY-group members – was
attended by four other people. This Church building was
formerly the home of the Baptist community which has
moved to another place. The interior has been changed
what makes clear the visible differences between
protestant and catholic churches: the baptisterium was
changed into a space with an altar and a tabernacle, the
church now has a statue of the Holy Virgin, a calvary, a
rosary and an eternal light.
In an impressive way it became clear that the catholic faith
is in a minority position in Sweden which is contrary to
the situation in Austria that we are used to.
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Impressions from Karlstad III
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5.

Thursday, 27 April 2017

School visit 3 (Folksuniversitetet
Gymnasium)
We were a little bit late to that small,
quite friendly-looking school. The
classroom as well as the whole school
made furthermore (compared to the
other schools) a very clean impression.
A teacher brought us to the classroom
where Eleanor Lundman had her
lesson.
On the walls of the room, there were several citations from prominent persons in Swedish and
English (e.g. “I will always choose a lazy person to do a difficult job… because he will find an
easy way to do it – Bill Gates”), the room was full of personality. It is rather dark and artificial
lights are brightening it, but it is warm and comfortable (as a classroom like this can be).
The group is in the first year – they are
about 16 years old. The group consisted of
eight girls and one boy (two of the group
came late). The relation between the
students and the teacher seems to be
extraordinarily good. It doesn´t look like
they have only one term together but as
Eleanor explained, she educates them since
February 2017, and she also teaches them in
Social Sciences. The teacher speaks in a
calm and friendly way – she is cooperating
with the class, some of the students raise their hands to ask questions or tell their minds. The
atmosphere seems to be very relaxed and open. The boy, Adam, asked a special question, that
Martin could answer. All the class seemed to be very interested and even fascinated. There
seems to be a good community in this class. There is no visible diversity – no foreign pupils or
special groups to recognize (there is one Muslim student in the group but she was sick that
day). All seem to have the same rights, and there is no visible hierarchy. Adam is talking most
– and the girls like it I suppose. Perhaps he might be the speaker of the class.
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The approach of Eleanor Lundman to RE seems to be quite different from the other teachers;
for some years she taught Social Sciences, Geography, History and RE but without having
studied RE. She recognized she (and the students) were not satisfied with her RE classes so
she paused for one year and made the RE training at Karlstad University. Furthermore she
made an effort to get to know people from different religious communities in order to get a
grip on their convictions and religious life. About herself, she said that she had been member
of the Swedish Church but left it as a young woman. She does not believe in God, rather – as
she called it – in humanity but stressed that she had respect for any faith people have and that
everyone believes in something. This is important to her to know and to respect and that people
also can tell about their beliefs. She finds it important that people / pupils can speak freely,
that they can (but not are obliged to!) talk about their views; she said maybe in this point, there
is a difference between state-run and
free schools, but also that
Folksuniversitetet Gymnasium is a very
small school, where you get to know
each other much better.
It seems to be usual to write the
programme on the white-board –
Eleanor did this too. After a short
introduction of our group, the teacher
made an introduction to the history of
Christianity. The girls seemed to be very interested, they all had laptops, and – other than in
the schools we already visited – they took notes. After the overview on Christianity and the
three main branches (Catholicism, Orthodoxy, Protestantism). This was followed by a group
work: the students should research about the different positions of the Swedish Church and
the Catholic church in Sweden concerning gender issues and sexuality. After a break the groups
presented the results of their research. Instead of the concluding discussion that was planned
the teacher left space for discussion between the class and the READY-group members.
Concerning the way the students spoke about religion and especially their own beliefs and
opinions it was a completely different experience than the days before. The class as well as the
teacher are very open-minded. They told us, that they are all baptised, some of them are
confirmed and said that they believe in god. Adam said at this point, that it was easier to get in
touch with Muslims than with Catholics, as they are an even smaller minority. In this class it
seems to be ok, to tell about the own feelings and minds. Compared to the other schools we
have met yet it was a very open-minded atmosphere. The teacher asked very often “What do
you think?”
During the break and after the lesson we had the opportunity to speak to the students and the
teacher, which was very interesting and brought us some important insights in school
organisation and RE in particular in Sweden. The main points of these discussions can be
summed up in the following reflexions:
 The teacher spoke about the problem that in Sweden today it is quite difficult to say
one is believing or one is Christian, normally people say that they don’t believe in God,
this is what is expected; in the course of the discussion she even said: “It is so
embarrassing to say in Sweden I am religious”. This impression was underlined in
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another conversation with Adam who said that in Swedish public it would be much
easier to say “I am gay” than to say “I am religious”.
 The picture of the (protestant) Swedish Church we got from the teacher but especially
from the students was a rather disturbing one. As they described it, the Swedish Church
does not really act as a Church but rather as a humanitarian organisation. Two students
e.g. told us that during their confirmation preparation, they did not speak about God
or faith or Bible but just about ethics or human rights.
 Our impression that this school has a very special atmosphere was underlined by some
remarks of the students – also in comparison to other schools we visited. Adam e.g.
said that people go to this school because they are open-minded whereas people who
go to Nobelgymnasium are rather sexist.
 In addition to what Eleanor said we also heard from the students that it is very difficult
in Sweden to talk about religion because the image of being religious is a very difficult
one, as one student put it: to believe in God or being Christian is the same as believing
in Santa Clause.
 With a group of students we
also spoke about the different
systems of RE – and the
spontaneous question we got
concerning the denominational
approach in Austria was: “Isn’t
this dangerous?”
 The overall impression of the
RE lesson in this school was
somewhat ambiguous: on the
one hand it was fascinating to
see how interested and openminded the teacher and the
students were and how freely they discussed their personal thoughts, on the other hand
this was possible only because the teacher ignored the consensus that in class on does
not speak about one’s own beliefs and religion. The teacher seemed to be quite aware
of this and seemed to see this as problematic but to her it is very important that students
can tell whatever they think. To us it remains – among others – the question if this is
easier to handle in this school as it is a free school.

Visit to Korskyrkan and Domkyrkan
In the afternoon, we visited Korskyrkan, a Free Church community with elements of Baptist,
Pentecostal and Charismatic tradition movements. One of the pastors told us about his
community. He described Karlstad as an especially secular environment in a country, which
already is very secular as a whole. Nonetheless, he denied that there was some negative
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atmosphere against religious communities or churches in general. Concerning cooperation with
other churches, he stressed that this is mainly a question of personal relations not of theological
questions.
The Korskyrkan community exits for about sixty years and has been growing very fast in the
last years (especially through “alpha courses”). Actually, each Sunday there are about 200
people in the service and 50 children coming mostly with their parents. During the week, the
rooms of the community are open for schoolchildren who find a place to stay, get a glass of
milk or something like that – like a kind of shelter. The financial basis of the community comes
from donations of members on the one hand,
on the other hand, they benefit from the fact
that the house where the community has its
rooms is in property of Korskyrkan itself (the
community actually has four paid employees
and needs monthly at least SEK 180.000).
Concerning RE, the pastor told us that some
twenty years ago he was invited to RE classes
in order to present their community.
Nowadays it seems to be only the bishop of
the Swedish Church who is invited to school.
What is included in RE, is a programme called “A walk through the Bible” (one about the Old
and one about the New Testament) which is placed at the fourth and the fifth grade in
compulsory school.
After the presentation of the community, we visited the Church and the rooms where the work
with children takes place. In the church, the pastor gave us a glimpse of religious life in
Korskyrkan; in this talk he appeared as a very involved person with a strong personal faith (he
said for example that he absolutely believes that Jesus has arisen to heaven and that if someone
would present him the bones of Jesus and tell him that Jesus was dead, he would at the very
moment stop his work). Nonetheless, some critical positions by himself and his community
came to light concerning diversity in society (e.g. the question of homosexuality).
After Korskyrkan we concluded the day’s programme with a visit to Karlstad’s Domkyrka, the
old Bishop’s Church of the town. This left us some impressions of the traditional, historical
importance of Protestantism in Sweden.
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Impressions from Karlstad IV
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6.
School

Friday, 28 April 2017
visit

4

(Thingvalla

Gymnasiet)
Thingvalla gymnasiet is a school in the
centre of Karlstad, it is place right on
Stora Torget, the Market Place where
also the most central bus stations are.
The class we visited is taught by Maria
Frykberg, it is a class of students for
nursery and are in their 3rd year of
upper secondary school. They have
one year of RE, normally twice a week,
but this might differ when they are in
nursery. After school they can work in hospitals of with elder people. Other focusses of the
school were retail trade, hotel industry, and tourism in general.
The topic of this lesson is ethics (which is part or RE besides the religions of the world and
philosophy/humanism – as Maria told us the teachers shall also present non-religious answers
to the questions they discuss), they had in the last week to choose in a special topic within
ethics and to do a short interview with people they know; and today they are to present their
interviews. The topics of the interviews made by the students were: death penalty, abortion
(for midwives), girls with boys’ clothes and vice versa/gender issues, euthanasia, workload of
students they get from their teachers, child adoption for homosexuals, wearing a hijab in
school, expulsion for foreign perpetrators – pros and cons; how much can you lie but stay a
decent person; school uniforms; same-sex marriage in church; little girls (under 10 year olds)
wearing makeup; not going to upper secondary school; Hindu system of casts; and finally the
question whether the system of school grades in Sweden is fair.
Concerning the discipline in class, some of the girls were quite distracted by doing their hair,
leaving class from time to time, making selfies or at least watching themselves on their mobiles
– and one girl even did answer the phone during class (and did not stop but speaking for a
couple of minutes on the phone).
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The teacher mainly listens and moderates talks and discussions (and translating for us), does
hardly interfere in the discussions. She makes an effort not to take a clear personal position but
to let it stand that to ethical questions there is always a broad variety of possible answers and
positions. This meets the expectation towards subjects as RE or social sciences that one should
be able to argue different positions but not take a stand themselves. In our views theses raises
nonetheless two crucial questions: (1) in
this approach of a certain “anything
goes” how to deal with extremist
opinions (where and with what argument
draw the line?), (2) when and how do
students learn to take a stand which is a
necessary thing if you want a liberal
society and there, frequently, might be
the need to defend it. In the course of the
discussion, Maria translated the answers
and opinions of the students for us and
invited us to take part in the discussion,
too, to a certain extent.
In this class, a cultural and religious
diversity within the group was clearly
visible: there was one black girl with a
headscarf and a boy (the only one in
class) who seemed to hail from North Africa or an Arabian country. As Maria told us, these
two students are Muslims. Together with another girl, which came late to class, they are sitting
in the last row, quite far away from all the others. The three seem to be hardly listening at all,
they do not take part in the discussions (apparently not even mentally), and they are also the
only ones having a barricade of bags in front of them on the table. This was particularly striking
as the rest of the class seemed to be quite interested and involved in the discussions. When it
came to presenting the interviews, one girl (she is orthodox) who had come late presents for
the three of them, the two Muslim students hardly say a word – and the teacher does not insist
that they do. The topics raised by this group in their interviews were punishments in general,
abortion, whether the religion of criminals/terrorists shall be mentioned in the media or not,
the appropriate age for drinking/smoking/drugs and lying.
After class, we spoke with
Maria about this issue and
she seemed somewhat
resigned in the sense that
she knew what these
students think due to their
Muslim background and
she tried to involve them
in discussions but that
they only speak with her,
there is basically no
exchange with the rest of
the group.
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Concerning the choice of topics in ethics she told us that she is trying to pick those questions
that can be useful for the students of the different classes (e.g. for nursery in the work with
elder people of information about religious teachings about food for those working in shops
etc.).
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7.

Concluding remarks and observations

The observations, discussions and reflections of the different appointments during the study
visit led us to the following concluding remarks and observations:
 The basic challenge in cooperating in RE between different countries is how to
reconcile the different approaches concerning a “neutral” and a “confessional”
approach. This does not only concern the question of how teachers are trained and in
what way teachers (and/or pupils) can or shall let personal positions and beliefs be part
of RE. This is linked to other fundamental questions, such as (a) is school to be seen as
a living space or just as a learning space? (b) In what ways/in which understandings do
concepts like (inter-)religious competence play a role in the conception of curricula and
the planning of teaching sequences.
 One issue of preparing teaching lessons on RE that seemed to us to be a remarkable
difference between Austria and Sweden is the way the question of considering the
relevance of the topics dealt with for the pupils is addressed. In our own work, normally
the starting point of preparing a lesson is the question what relevance a certain topic
for the students could have; where there could be a link between their everyday life and
the topic. In the lessons we visited we rather had the impression that there is a
curriculum with a list of topics that should be covered and so they are dealt with in
class. One striking example might be the introductory lesson in Hinduism we observed
in which they had the possibility to learn a lot about Hinduism but at no point, it became
visible of what relevance this could be for the students in their own living context.
 The already mentioned concept of religious or interreligious competence might be the
critical point for the different approaches to RE. No matter if the starting point is a
confessional or an objective approach to RE, the aim is in the end the competence of
the pupils to be able to deal with different ways of believing, of faith, of religion. The
ways to reach that goal are quite different, as well are the methods. Nonetheless
methods matter because at least in our minds some methods can lead to a tension with
the objective approach to RE (e.g. performative RE needs a certain involvement and
raises also the question of how far one might “try out” a certain religion without
violating the fundamental respect for this religion).
 In the general discussions and especially in the classes of the school visits the objective
approach to RE was quite a challenge for us as we in our own work have such a
completely different approach. What was particularly striking for us was the impression
during many talks and discussions that the fundamental issue behind this is not only
the way RE is organised but also the question of how society as such is dealing with
religion. As one teacher put it, it is embarrassing in Sweden to say, “I am religious”. We
came to the question of whether such an approach to religion and RE really fits the
model of an open, pluralist society: in our view, it should be possible in such a society
to express freely one’s opinions and convictions – and that worldviews which are
conflicting with an open society can be discussed and openly dealt with. It seems that
this is possible for practically every topic in Sweden except for religion. And this, if this
really is the case, does not – in our view – fit in an open society.
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 Developing lessons plans and exchanging about them with other student groups had
been our major task in the programme. Nonetheless, communication with the other
groups had already in the past turned out to be difficult sometimes. During the study
visit these lesson plans had been the topic of discussion once but it was a pity that none
of the students took part in this discussion – and that apparently hardly anyone in the
project group knew about our lessons. So if the continuation of the project should result
in developing common concepts, in our view there should be (a) an agreement of the
topics covered in a certain period, (b) effective channels of communication for
exchange on these lesson plans, (c) common standards on the way and the depth in
teaching aims, content and methods these templates shall be elaborated. After all, the
elaboration of such templates with common standards could be a very concrete and
practical output of the READY project.
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8.

Part 2: STUDY VISIT in KARLSTAD, Sweden, 23th to 29th April 2017

Notes and observations by Dagmar Lagger and Martin Fischer

Sunday, 23 April 2017
Departure in Vienna at KPH at 4.45 a.m.
Arrival in Karlstad at bus station at 4.15 p.m.

Hotel Elite Stadshotellet https://www.elite.se/sv/hotell/karlstad/stadshotellet/

18.30 --

Informal get-together @The Bishop’s Arms Pub

Hotel Elite, Kungsgatan 22, Karlstad
http://www.bishopsarms.com/Karlstad
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9.

Monday, 24 April 2017

Karlstad University (KAU) https://www.kau.se/

Introduction to this week’s programme
Since recently, there is a privately organised sector of free schools which get money from the
state, abide to the curriculum but do their own things. The idea was that these organisations
could run schools cheaper than the (expensive) state-run schools and to increase choice (to
choose the school instead of being allocated to the nearest school by the authorities). But –
since that the public perception of teachers is poor, the standards have lowered (PISA – strong
decline), salaries are rather low.

Studies for RE (= religious education)-teachers, overview on modules in the curriculum
16 lectures of 45 min for 1 EC
In 2011, a change in curriculum took place: from life questions of the pupils to content of
religion
1st semester: 4 modules, starting with 1, August to January
2nd semester: January to June, 15 to 20 pages essay at the end of 2nd semester
3rd semester: 5 weeks work assignment, essay
4th semester: general pedagogics
5th – 7th semester: 2nd subject
Notable is the differentiation between Christianity and world religions.
Student groups are mixed, some have RE as 1st and some as 2nd subject

Practical studies in school: 5 weeks 1st subject, 5 weeks 2nd subject, 20 weeks MA-degree
Karlstad model of teacher training
Swedish priests attend semester 1 to 3
written and oral exams
bachelor

master

Sem.

1

2

3

Subj.1

X

X

X

4

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

x

x

x

X

Subj.2
Paed.

5

x
X

x

x

X
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Here is a list of all RS-courses given at KAU:
https://www.kau.se/en/education/courses/subject/4035
Here is the syllabus for:


Semester 1
https://www3.kau.se/kursplaner/en/REGL01_20122_en.pdf



Semester 2
https://www3.kau.se/kursplaner/en/REGL12_20171_en.pdf



Semester 3
https://www3.kau.se/kursplaner/en/REGL13_20172_en.pdf

Lecture at University
Tomas Appelquist
Topic of the lecture: Finding out stereotyping the others
Leading questions: How they speak? How is the style? How Jesus is pictured? Does the
stereotypes make it more positive or more negative?
Working group: bible text – video – discussing
3 groups:
The Passion Play of Oberammergau (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kA1asVO4eIU);
Passion Christ of Mel Gibson (2014, Best Scenes), Jesus of Nazareth

What students tell about RE-studies:
 Expectation for more information about different world religions like he had in school.
It feels right!
 Need for more didactics, because the development as a teacher is important.
 Need for more guidance, because there are many challenges
 No connection to church
 Emphasis on Christianity not on world religion
 In school in lower grades Christianity is more important
 Own opinion of a student plays no role

OBSERVATIONS: Working instructions within the speech is partly confusing.
QUESTIONS:
 Recording the lecture for students who are not present in the lecture room? Change
between languages for that?
 What was the intention for showing the painting (ascension of Jesus)?
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 Can Christianity be understood without having an insight into the different
confessions?

***

Presentation of two students (Tilda, Maria): India and Jerusalem
Karlstad University has a study centre in Varanasi, a cooperation with an Indian university. It’s
a place, where students and staff can go to and make field work, study visits and research.
Tilda, social sciences + religious education, stayed for three weeks in Varanasi at the age of 17
with her upper secondary school. She worked on a project about Ayurveda. Before her
graduation she returned for another month. She celebrated her wedding in November 2016 in
India in a Hindu ceremony.
Diversity = complex phenomenon, it needs mutual respect
She wanted to be part of the culture in India. In the eyes of Indian people the Swedish are
privileged. Tilda also made a journey to Jerusalem and met many people from different
backgrounds.
She reflects on what she will teach pupils.
Students have projects with older people, yoga, food, …
They got funding by the EU.

Maria, RE + Social sciences
Made a field study about Buddhism, Sikhism, Hinduism, Islam. She interviewed 6 women from
different casts and made observations on their self-perception.

QUESTIONS:






Is the Hindu wedding ceremony a cultural or a religious tradition?
What about the language?
What can Indian people learn from the Swedish?
How should a teacher be – objective versus subjective?
Being religious – being a church member: Is that synonymous?
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10.

Tuesday, 25 April 2017

School Visit 1 (Älvkullegymnasiet)
(Dagmar, Alexander, Annette, Helga, Inge)
Älvkullegymnasiet, Karlstad (Anette Fredsberg)
Public school.
Address: Sundstavägen 27
Phone: 054-5401800
Email: alvkullegymnasiet@karlstad.se
Website: http://karlstad.se/Alvkullegymnasiet/
School-visit: 10.20-11.40 (Anette Fredsberg,@Älvkullegymnasiet)

We attend an upper secondary group in the 3rd year with 22 pupils, 7 girls and 15 boys. Anette
Fredsberg, the teacher, has a designated room for RE. Her second subject is English. She
welcomes us warmly tells about her work, the school, and the following lesson. She has teaching
experiences of 15 years. Today, the pupils are in their own class room, which looks like their
living room. One boy today was in class since 7:20. School opens at 7:00 and the lessons start
at 8:40. In a class there are usually some 30 pupils.
The topic of today will be Christianity, the first half of the lesson is about 45 min. During the
weeks before they learned about Buddhism and Hinduism.
Only one term of the three years in upper secondary school has RE. This school focuses on
natural sciences and technical sciences. Thus, this class will be a computer-class.
Anette’s husband works as a teacher in RE – and philosophy – as well, but in
Sundstaggymnasiet, which is on the other side of this street.
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This whole lesson will last around 80 minutes and this group has RE twice the week. Anette
teaches in 6 different classes. In RE she wants to
permit how it is to be in a special religion. Her special
shirt form today refers to world religions.
On her necklace she has a cross, which symbolizes
the topic of the following lesson. Her coffee-cup in
the stuff-room, where we met and got a first
impression of the school, shows the mosaic of
Tabgha with the 5 breads and the 2 fish. She bought
during a trip to Israel.
The school was built in the 1950s. Anette says it’s a
sort of “Russian style”. Every pupil as a locker at the
corridor outside the classroom.
The class room is rather dark. Due to an eye-disease
of one pupil they have to lower the blinds.
At 10:20 the lesson starts and we enter the class room. After organizing some chairs Anette
switches on the beamer and presents a cross. She also plays quiet music. Nearly all pupils sit at
their places, where everyone has his/her computer. The desks are positioned in rows. Some of
them work or play on their computers and some talk with each other.
The teacher switches off the music after having distributed a paper to every pupil. The boys
and girls get quiet and wait for the presentation of the teacher. She gives instructions about the
paper which shows Genesis 1, the first creation narrative in the bible. The teacher reads the
text and some pupils listen, some read by themselves, some seem to be lost in their own
thought. Then the teacher cleans the white board in the front and writes some questions about
the text on it. The pupils discuss in groups. One group in the back with 6 boys gets special
advice by the teacher.
At 10:30 they continue in the plenum. Pupils tell what they have discovered. They speak rather
quietly so that the other pupils can hardly understand what they were saying. Most of the time
the teacher repeats the statement of the pupil. In the discussion about Christian creation myth
in the bible they come up with comparisons from other myths about creation from the Hindu
or Buddhist tradition. The teacher always gives some conclusions and asks questions to keep
in a good process.
The teacher explains the Abrahamic Religions and writes on the whiteboard:
ABRAMITISKA
JUDENDOM

KRISTENDOM

ISLAM

JHWH

GUD

ALLAH

ABRAHAM

JESUS

MUHAMMED

BIBELN

KORANEN

MOSES
THORA
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TANAK
G
T

GT + NT

+ GT+NT

NETUBIM
KETUBIM

Noticing the pupil’s behaviour behind their computers diverts attention away from the teacher.
Most of them had their laptops open. Just one or two make some notes about the lesson on it.
The others have pictures or websites on it. Some pupils look at their smart phones. They use
it for internet research about the topic in this lesson and also for non-class related activities.
The teacher talks about acceptance and respect between the religions and focusses on
Christianity. She presents 3 questions which are, again, to be discussed in groups:
 Who is a Christian?
 Who decides about being a Christian?
 What do you believe as a Christian?
At about 10:50 the teacher collects the results from the group-work and writes some notes on
the board, so that the pupils can get an overview. In the discussion, the division between
cultural Christianity and faith Christianity is developed. The teacher describes trinity.
11:03 the teacher asks: “How is God?” and collects the answers from the pupils with further
notes on the board. The theodicy problem is mentioned by a pupil and is explained by the
teacher.
After a question of a boy concerning original sin the teacher tells about the biblical story of
Adam and Eve in the Paradise. She paints a tree with fruits on the board.
At about 11:10 the teachers gives a short introduction to a film and starts the video
presentation: "Oh my god" from Jonas Gardell a well-known Swedish comedian, who is
roman-catholic and openly gay.Part 1: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ftR5L57mG4c
Part 2: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sC6l1FyzaN8
During the film, the teacher requests one girl in the 3rd row to close her computer and to pay
more attention to the film.
At 11:30 the teacher gives instructions for another group-discussion of about 5 minutes. The
pupils have to collect what they have learned about Christianity. Then the teacher collects the
answers and writes some notes about it on the board. In this conversation, they come to the
Hebrew name of God which the teacher also writes on the board.
At 11:40 the teachers finishes the lesson by indicating to the lunch for the pupils.
After the lessons Anette shows us the classroom, she usually uses. It is equipped with some
material for English lessons and lots of RE-material. Pictures of religions from all over the
world can be found. In one bookshelf are Bibles in another volumes of the Quran.
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QUESTIONS:
 Is Catholicism representative for Christianity? Has Christianity in this lesson been
generalized as roman-catholic faith? Isn’t it necessary to make differences within the
Christian traditions and faith-orientations?
 Do Swedish pupils only get an impression of some kind of cultural Christianity?
 Can the basically critical view on religion help to get an individual understanding of
religion as a part of being a person?

***

Swedish School System
15-17: “Religionskunskap”. The Swedish curriculum. (@KAU, 3b 512)
Education is free! Goal for everyone is to go to university. Democracy is a high value in society
as well as in school. Motto: School for all!
The Board of Education develops guidelines how to teach in classes/schools with immigrants.
RE is a compulsory subject. There are new curriculums for all schools since 2010 (pre-school),
2011 (compulsory school) and 2013 (upper secondary school).
Faith Schools are possible since 1971 but they have to work with the regular Swedish
curriculum.
Nearly all children attend pre-school, and already in 1998 the first national curriculum was
introduced. Pre-school-teacher study at university for 3 ½ years.
Pre-school – aged 1-6. It is very common to send children to pre-school and the state has the
obligation to offer a place for every child. At the age of 6 years a child must take part in preschool-classes and at the age of 7 school starts. Research on this has shown that children from
this system more often go to university compared to Germany or the Netherlands. Staff of preschool study for 3,5 years at university. But not all staff are qualified teachers, groups of around
16 children with 3 teachers. Between pre-school and primary school there is pre-school class
(6-7). Every school offers free school lunch.
Compulsory School lasts up to the age of 16 and the 98% go to Upper Secondary School up
to 19.
Year 1-3 (age 7-9); emphasis on Christianity, even singing hymns (but concerned about not
becoming confessional, only for cultural reasons). Abrahamitic religions.
Teachers don’t impose beliefs, thus, distinguish between belief and action (i.e. Homosexuality
in world religions)

Materials: Map of the Swedish Education System – see: http://bit.ly/2porWSx
3 excerpts of curricula (main part and RE) – see:
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Preschool http://www.skolverket.se/publikationer?id=2704



Compulsory school, preschool-class and leisure-time centre
https://www.skolverket.se/publikationer?id=2687



Upper secondary school Structure, programs:
http://www.skolverket.se/publikationer?id=2801
Curriculum: http://www.skolverket.se/publikationer?id=2975

Lesson Sequences
Planning and film, Swedish students
Discussion about presentation on website of READY-project

Barón (restaurant)
Address: Järnvägsgatan 1
Phone: +46 54 21 25 15
Website: http://www.baronkarlstad.se
Evening talk to Anette: Her favourite topics are death and women in Islam.
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11.

Wednesday, 26 April 2017

School visit 2 (Nobelgymnasiet)
(Dagmar, Alexander, Annette, Helga, Janika)
Nobelgymnasiet (Anne-Lie Holmer)
Public school.
Address: Nokiagatan 20
Phone: 054-540 15 00
Email: nobelgymnasiet@karlstad.se
Website: http://karlstad.se/Nobelgymnasiet/
School-visit: 12.20-14.15 (Anne-Lie Holmer, @Nobelgymnasiet)

This school is specialized on several working fields like hairdressers, car mechanics, guardians,
…
Anne-Lie Holmer, her second subject is Swedish. Today, she teaches a class of 17 hairdressersto-be, aged about 18. She starts writing an advanced organizer at the white board in the front
of the classroom:
 12.20 – 14.15
 introduces the visitors
 Brainstorm on Hinduism
 Gerongan Hur hindiusmen
 Startack
 Gudar – ta reda pa egenskapen, symboler
 Paus 15 min
 Kort munttig reclasning – gudar
 Film 28 min Att lova sam Hindu in Sverige

The teacher invites to the brainstorming and several girls participate. She takes notes of the
contributions on the board: temple, Ganesha, reincarnation, Asia, Budja, monks, karma, river
Ganges, polytheism, meditation, Shiva, Vishnu, Yoga, …
The teacher stands in the front of the class, looks around und invites to participation. Some
pupils tattle a lot nearby. They have smart phones in their hands and use them maybe for
surfing the Internet about the topic, maybe only for non-class related reasons.
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The teacher starts the presentation about Hinduism. The slides are very clear to understand
with a Keyword, a title, and subtitles. Nearly everybody in the class listens to the clip with
interest. Only 3 girls in the back often lough, eat or look at their smart phones. The teacher
gives information and explains facts. She uses the teaching desk at the left front side, where the
computer is placed and the right side next to the board. Sometimes a pupil raises a question,
i.e. about Shiva, and the teacher gives answers. Most girls follow the process and they have
more and more questions.
12:55 The teacher switches off the presentation and the 3 girls in the back get louder and
louder. Then the teacher divides into working groups and each one has to deal with a Hindu
god or goddess (Shiva, Krishna, …). The name of the allotted god/goddess is written on a
post-it, which the teacher distributes. She asks for silence in the classroom, writes the work
order on the board including the starting time after the following break. The girls arrange the
time by themselves. Some start with the break and others with their work using their textbooks,
their computers, their phones and engaging in vivid discussions. Several working groups ask
the teacher for help. The teacher looks around and goes through the classroom to get an
overview.
One girl leaves the classroom and the teacher follows her. (After the lesson, the teacher reports
about the problem of this girl. She got a bad mark in RE and doesn’t want to stay any longer
in this course.)
After the break, the presentation of the group work starts. 2 or 3 girls tell about their findings
and the teacher shows a corresponding picture on the big screen in the front by using the
internet. One presentation follows the other. The teacher always opens a posting on the
learning platform and calls on a pupil. The learning atmosphere is highly concentrated and the
girls listen to each other. The 3 girls from the last row move to the 4th row.
The last input of the teacher is about cast system. She writes the names of the four casts on the
board and explains how to reach the next higher cast.

Interview after the lesson: The teacher works with a learning platform during the lessons and for
homework. All material, like the Hindu-presentation can be found on it.
Personal questions take place outside the classroom. The teacher answers questions by her
pupils individually by using the learning platform. She wants to convey, that a religion, any kind
of religion is good for a person. One has to find out, which is the right one for her-/himself.
Religion in school “does not matter”. Anne-Lie understands herself as a role-model for the
pupils.
Some pupils in this class don’t attend RE. The can give it up, because they don’t need the
points for an employment as a hair dresser.

QUESTIONS:


Is it a good way to have a compulsory subject with the option to (dis)miss it?

OBSERVATIONS:
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The passion of the teacher for Hinduism can be detected in her facial expressions and
her aplomb on the topic.



She gives the pupils enough time to think and tries carefully to avoid overwhelming
them. Every gymnasium in Karlstad works with a learning platform.



The teacher had to work hard to motivate the pupils in this class.

Mosque, Islamic Center
“Islamic Culture Society”
(Islamiska kulturföreningen,
Rauf Ahmadi)
The largest of several Muslim
societies in Karlstad.
Address: Signalhornsgatan 36
Website:
http://www.karlstadmoske.se/
15.15 Visit to the “Islamic
Cultural Society” –
(@Kronoparken, close to KAU)

Rauf Ahmani (r.), the
imam, gives information
about Islam as a religion
and faith in Karlstad. He is
not employed by the
mosque but he works here
as a volunteer. The Islamic
Cultural Society has plans
for building up a mosque
for over 30 years. They
haven’t got the permission
to realize this intention. In
the mosque, many people
from different national
backgrounds meet. It is
open the whole day and people can come in any time for a prayer or a meeting. He is open to
tell about Islam in several contexts in Karlstad. He meets representatives of other
churches/religious societies or the public life. Frequently, he is not invited to events in town.
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He does not agree with how Islam is presented in schools for he considers this as inaccurate
or plain wrong. His children did not get the right picture of Islam at school. Thus, he wrote a
letter to the teachers – with little echo.

OBSERVATIONS:


He often uses the words “wrong” and “right”.



His persistent interest in presenting and communicating Islam as a “normal” religion
seems rather difficult in a secular society like the Swedish.

***
School visit 3 (Tingvallagymnasiet)
Public school
Hosts: (Maria Frykberg and Bengt
Kihlström)
Address: Tingvallagatan 6
Phone: 054-540 16 50
Email: tingvallagymnasiet@karlstad.se
Website:
http://karlstad.se/Tingvallagymnasiet/
Lesson with Bengt Kihlström (BK)

20 pupils, 8 girls, it was striking to us that the classroom cannot be opened from the outside
but only from inside!
Martin Luther, Reformation – what is the difference between a protestant and catholic church?
Student: I’ve never been to one. BK: Domkyrkan is very protestant, very plain and white, in
contrast to the Catholic Church which has all the fancy stuff, bling bling.
Which are the Protestant sacraments (BK: “which one’s are left”) and why? Little answers by
students.
Schoolbook from 2013.
Then we are watching a movie on Catholicism in Sweden about a couple converting from
Lutheran (former pastor) and Free Church (wife) to Catholicism. Students are watching
attentively, no smartphones.
It turns out to be a slightly odd movie which portraits the Catholic Church in a kind of freaky
way with lots of rituals and pomp. If those are explained in the movie remained – due to
language problems - unclear. This journalist asks 2 members of the Catholic Church about text
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reading (hermeneutics) and homosexuality. She is visiting for dinner. Father sits on the top of
an oval table, wife left, then two children, opposite the oldest daughter and the journalist and
they begin dinner with a four-part chorale (both parents are musicians). Father goes to
confession, which is recorded. The journalist, then, takes a seat in the confession cubicle. They
talk about celibacy, abuse scandals. The church choir warms up using “Monsignore” as words.
Student’s reactions: we don’t relate to that because we are not … (addressing BK: what are we?) Oh yes,
we are Protestant [!!]. Religion doesn’t play such a role in our lives. It is important to know something about
religions when you meet other people but it doesn’t affect me as a person. But it is good to study RS.
In the after-class talk Bengt tells us he does not consider the Swedes “normal” in relation to
the world. He is secular, yet does some church work but although being 67 years old he is
probably one of the youngest there, the community is very old and conservative. However, he
considers it as good that RE is compulsory. When he was a child RE was called Christianity.
At Tingvallagymnasiet they have 40 hours of RE per term. He initially trained in music and
geography and does not have formal academic training in RE, only a certificate. He never
observed any different perception of the RE teacher (“I never thought about that”). He said
he doesn’t believe that Swedes don’t believe. When something terrible happens (e.g. the terror
attack in Stockholm on 7 Apr 2017) people flock to the churches.

***

Catholic Church
18.00 Visit to the @Catholic Church in Karlstad

Visiting the Evening Mass at 6 p.m. with 3 members
of the congregation and 8 of our group.
The church was the former Baptist Church before
they moved to another place (Korskyrkan) together
with other free churches.

OBSERVATIONS:


We (Alexander, Annette, Dagmar, Helga)
talked to a woman, who took part in the
mass earlier on. She invites us to the mass.
As we wanted to hear more about her and
the Catholic Church, she refers us to the
priest, who would come soon. But there
was no possibility to talk to him, because after the service he disappeared right in the
vestry.
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12.

Thursday, 27 April 2017

School Visit 4 (Tingvallagymnasiet)
(Dagmar, Jane, Janika)
Tingvallagymnasiet (Maria Frykberg and Bengt Kihlström)
School-visit 09.30-10.30

24 pupils: 13 girls, 11 boys
The pupils sit in rows. The classroom size fits to this group.

This school is specialized in tourism, economic sciences, health care and others. Bengt
Kehlström teaches RE + music. His passion is the music (keyboard) and he’ll go on tour with
his rock-band in autumn.
The teacher greets the class and the visitors and gives a short introduction. The visitors
(Dagmar, Jane, Janika) introduce themselves.
The topic in the last lesson was about sacraments. The teacher asks about the 7 sacraments in
the catholic church. He tries to speak English as well as Swedish. Two pupils answer correctly
regarding the sacraments. Then, the teacher leads over to the sacraments in the protestant
church and some pupils answer. The teacher asks about the basis for the two sacraments and
the pupils manage to give the right answers. Nearly all pupils have a RE-textbook on their
desks and look sometimes in it. (Maybe they find the facts about sacraments in it?)
In the next step the teacher speaks about Jehovah’s Witnesses and announces a film about a
charismatic church. The film gives a report about a woman, who is interested in the
congregation. She talks to several persons but mainly to the female pastor in the congregation.
She takes part in several groups and makes interviews with members. The characteristics of
this charismatic, evangelical community are shown impressively.
The pupils watch this film mostly with interest. Sometimes they lough about scenes which seem
to be rather peculiar for the pupils as well as for the adult. Some girls often look at their smart
phones. When the film ended the teacher asks about comments to the film: “What do you say
about …?” Some pupils comment that the film is strange, the people in it aren’t normal, …
The visitors get the opportunity to ask the pupils and they admit, that “religion is not common”,
“maybe something for ‘thanks-ages’ (senior citizens), like their teacher” (he is 67 and will retire
by the end of this term).

QUESTIONS:


Why religion – here esp. Christian faith – is presented in such a peculiar, strange way?



Can the pupils get a positive view on religion?
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Is religion something for every-day-life?



How can the pupils understand that there are persons who integrate religion in their
lives?



Why do we hear so often sentences like: “Sweden is not religious, Sweden is free”?



Does religion – not RE in schools – have the character of an invitation?



Is it possible to




teach RE critically and inviting at the same time?
Why do all teaching settings have the same conditions: the pupils sit in rows, take part
or not, fiddle around with their smart phones, …?

OBSERVATIONS:


This teacher is going to retire soon. He has a lot of practice and seems rather relaxed.
The pupils follow the lesson with attention, although they are in their last term. This
gymnasium is situated in the city-center and exists since the 16th century.

***
School visit 5 (Folkuniversitetets Gymnasium)
Host: Eleanor Lundman
A ”free school”.
Address: Orrholmsgatan 8
Phone: 054-19 58 38
Email: gymnasium.karlstad@folkuniversitetet.se
Website: http://www.folkuniversitetet.se/In-English/
School-visit: 10.20-11.30
Lesson with Elenor Lundman (EL), 8 girls in the beginning, one guy, Adam (as we found out
later), comes late with quite an entrance, another girl just enters silently. Large pleasant class
room. We learn about this student reporting system – the teacher is obliged to put in data in a
special school software which sends a text to the parents if a pupil comes in late (which, in
Adam’s case, was really helpful as he commutes to school every day for some 100km from
north of Karlstad).
The lesson begins with history of Christianity, EL provides a brief overview which we can only
follow in a sketchy way due to language difficulties. EL mentions Abraham, Moses, Jesus,
Paulus, the Sermon on the Mountain amongst others; then refers to the fish symbol of early
Christians, mentions the Great Schism between the Roman Catholic Church and the Orthodox
Church. She, then, moves on to the age of Reformation and the development of Protestantism
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in Sweden (Gustav Vasa as head of the Church of Sweden 1527, bible translation 1541).
Women’s ordination since 1958.
Then we are invited to engage in conversations with groups of pupils. They appreciate the great
variety in lessons, discussions, writing lessons, research etc. This Adam is very interested in RE,
calling himself an atheist-by-principle. His granny was a “hard-core Baptist”. Pupils get child
support only if they go to school (approved and unapproved absents). At confirmation, it is
not uncommon not to read some bible texts at all and the focus lies on ethical issues (how you
lead your life etc.). The Church of Sweden is less Christian and more humanist, we are told.
Almost all pupils of this class are baptized, about 4 are confirmed; we are told that it is very
common in Sweden to be baptized but claiming to be non-religious/non-Christian.
After the lesson I had a long talk with Adam who invited me for coffee. He is quite a vivid
interested youngster, describing himself as young, angry and against more or less anything with
a burning interest in learning new things. He states that there is basically equidistance towards
other religions in Sweden but some “kind of hostility” towards the Church of Sweden. If one
would mention theology people would ask if you believe in Santa Claus, too. Thus, he was very
pleased and grateful to engage in theological deliberations and to hear about other
hermeneutical possibilities when reading biblical texts although he called himself, as already
mentioned, an atheist-by-principle. He told me that he was enjoying a conversation with
someone standing by a certain position and providing arguments instead of placing opinions
in the table and let them just lie there. He said he doesn’t believe it when people claim they
don’t believe in anything. Rather, Sweden has replaced Jahwe with Marx. Sweden is a country
with parties all left of centre, even the right-wing Sweden Democrats stick to that concepts
with the only difference that they don’t want to give the benefits to foreigners. Sweden, he said,
always creates groups which, then, are understood as homogenous. However, he believes that
there are more differences within these groups than there are between the groups. He mentioned
immigrants which are constructed as such a homogenous group and are understood as in need
of protection. Thus, it is virtually impossible to state criticism against patriarchally motivated
attitudes of immigrants (for it is a group, immigrants/refugees, which needs to be protected
regardless of dubious issues). And he stated that it is certainly easier to tell the public that you
are homosexual than telling them that you are religious. I was rather impressed by this critical
eagerness and quite surprising capacity of analysis which appeared to be his own thoughts.
Later in the day he wrote an email thanking for the talk and asking for information on further
reading (Martin).
***
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Visit to Free Church
Korskyrkan, Karlstad
(Anders Nordström,
pastor, 3rd from left, s.b.)
`Evangelical free church’
(Evangeliska frikyrkan),
an amalgamation of
several older Christian
movements and is in an
evangelical, Baptist and
charismatic tradition).
Address: Nygatan 16, 652 20 Karlstad
Email: sandra@korskyrkan.com
Website: http://korskyrkan.com/
13.30-15.00: Visit to @Korskyrkan
This
congregation
–
a
federation
of
Baptists,
Charismatics,
Evangelicals,
Pentecostals – exists since
1983. Currently they have about
30.000 members from all over
Värmland. Pastor always has
this smile, tells about how the
congregation grew from a
handful of people 20 years ago
to several hundred in 2017. It is
all about praying and Jesus.
Lots of praying for healing
(from headache to cancer). It is
about finding “the treasure”
(Jesus); if you do then “it changes”, meaning that if you find Jesus you do not stay homosexual,
or in other words: as a homosexual, you don’t find “the treasure”. However, he was talking in
winding language, not to be too explicit.
At Sunday service 200 adults and 50 children attend on average. The sermon is translated into
English. The congregation is very lively. The alpha-courses are one fact of success. All new
persons take part and so they come to faith. On a normal Sunday only a few people in Karlstad
go to church. Karlstad is even more secular than the rest of Sweden.
The members of the congregation are engaged in several fields of social aid programs.
In the congregation, a group of about 15 women have bible studies in Chinese. However,
immigrants are usually not part of the community.
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The dialog and cooperation with other churches/social societies depends on the personal
contact of the pastors. It works, if they can understand and like each other.
In the end of the 19th century a healer, Johann Martin Boltzius, influenced the region. Today
there is a museum in his former house:
http://www.visitvarmland.se/sv/gora/boltziushemmet-31011.
For RE in schools they offer a program of 3 hours “Walk through the bible” for the 4th grade
(Old Testament) and 5th grade (New Testament).

***

Visit to Lutheran Church

Karlstad Cathedral (Church of Sweden- LutherProtestant church)
Address: Västra Kyrkogatan 5
Email: karlstads.pastorat@svenskakyrkan.se
Website:
https://www.svenskakyrkan.se/karlstaddomkyrko
15.30-17.00: Visit to @Karlstad Cathedral
Huge typical Nordic church!

The altar is placed in the middle, so the different naves can be used for smaller services,
baptisms, or children’s service. The present for the former bishop war a special equipment for
children’s service. The children can “play” and try different things like baptism or a priest’s
coat. It is placed in the right part of the church. In another part of the church some puppets
are arranged telling biblical stories. They show the passion and resurrection of Jesus.
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13.

Friday, 28 April 2017

School Visit 6 (Folkuniversitetets Gymnasium)
(+ David, Jane, Janika)
Host: Eleanor Lundman

At the entrance a boy greets friendly. It seems, he was waiting for us. It was Adam, again, who
had this talk with Martin. He tells about his language, which he learned from his grandparents
and which is protected by the state. Therefore, he receives a monthly grant. He lives in a small
village about 100 km outside of Karlstad and comes to school every day by train.
Eleanor, the teacher, gives an introduction to the school and the setting today. The pupils are
in their last year and become dancers, musicians, graphic designers, … They had to make an
interview with someone from scientology, Buddhism, … They have chosen different forms of
presentation.
In the classroom the desks stand in rows and most of the pupils are already at their places. The
teacher greets and asks Sara to start with her presentation, a film. Sara has a Tartar background,
who were Muslim fighters. Her family comes from the Russian part of Finland. The other
pupils listen and seem attentive. The documentary film shows interviews with Sara’s mother
and grandmother. The information texts are given by herself. She makes a difference between
Islam as a culture in the tartar context and Islam as a religion. At the end the teacher says
thankyou and the other pupils applaud.
Another girl continues with the report about an interview with a girl from school, who comes
from Tunisia and has a Muslim background. The father prays 5 times a day. The difference
between Islam in every-day-life and in science was worked out. The teacher says thankyou and
the other pupils applaud.
Ali makes a short paper presentation about Islam.
Emma talks about Buddhism.
The next girl presents Plymouth Brethren, a Christian sect. She made an interview and shows
now a paper.
A team of a girl and a boy have a speech about Satanism.
Another girl presents the main results from an interview with a Buddhist person.
Cathrine speaks about scientology. She contacted a man, who translated a Dutch website into
Swedish, and gives an overview on this religion.
Two further girls present their findings about Spiritism.
In general, a very friendly atmosphere can be oberserved. During the whole lesson one girl has
her right leg on the table. Towards the end of the lesson one girl has an epileptic shock. Some
girls look afraid and after the end of the lesson the teacher helps.
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Group discussion with 4 pupils:
In church context, you can have “good community”. But the danger of “brain washing” exists.
The “own opinion is important”. RE is a “controversial subject”. If you are personally
connected to religion, you can “hardly find friends”. Religion has to be “neutral at home and
in school”. RE permits “more facts and less feelings”. The “Swedish Church is not common”.

QUESTIONS:


Is it a good way of solving the religion-culture-difference in leaving out the religion?



Are the pupils not interested in a discussion after a presentation?

OBSERVATIONS:


The teacher only thanks after a contribution of a pupil and gives no feedback, no
comments on their homework and presentation form.

***

14.

Reflections

13-16: Summing up (@KAU, “Minerva”.)
Feedback on the school visits and general impressions about the week.

Kristian explains how
Swedish schools cope
with
“dangerous”
religions/new religious
movements: This is dealt
with
under
the
perspective of outward
behaviour of members of
that
group
(i.e.
dangerous for society,
apocalyptic
views,
charismatic
leaders,
alienation from family,
friends,
claim
of
absolute truths) and not
regarding their “beliefs”. This means, it seems, that there is no normativity on beliefs as such
but only with regards to their realisation, their ‘practical outcome’.
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David says teachers would be neutral in terms of not proselytizing students, but not neutral
about certain opinions (like racism, homophobia etc.). It is about exploration (what does this
proposition make you feel/think etc.) but not directing the way.
Kristian also informs us that reasoning about a personal
view has been removed from the RE-Curriculum (unlike
in History) which explains to a certain extent the
‘openness’ after presentations in schools we observed.
Topics are to be presented, not evaluated (as long as
certain things are not endangering to other people). But
this ‘openness’ seems, rather, to lead to some kind of
blurred something/relativity instead of helping young
people to form and argue (!) their reasoned opinions.

OBSERVATIONS in general:


In busses they have no special seats for elderly
people, pregnant women, …



Uni-sex toilets

Public toilet @ Mitt i City Gallerian


An inclusive society vs. a normative-exclusive society?



Getting impressions and insights into religion in school, teacher education and religious
dominations is rather difficult, when faith plays no role in religion and in society.



To only observe pupils who are their last year of school provides a somewhat limited
impression.

Reflection on school visits:
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RE-room: The equipment helps to give an orientation. All religions are represented in
the room. If the focus lies on one religion the others don’t disappear.



All classrooms are established with desks in rows. They look all the same. This might
be a hint to the uniformity, which the state intends.



During the lessons the teacher stand at the small teaching desk.



WiFi, computers, smart phones are common in school as well as learning platforms.



Young Swedish people should not be introduced to one specific religion. Therefore,
the subject RE gives an overview on world religions.



The picture/imagination what Christianity is about refers to the common
understanding of a traditional Christian church for several centuries.



The connection between the studies at the university (curriculum, lectures) and the
teaching in schools can be detected.



A view into lower secondary and compulsory school would be interesting. The older
pupils can accept religion as a subject without subjective approach. But how do the
younger ones deal with this?



Gymnasiums with different vocational orientation show varieties. In some professions
RE has less importance (hair dressers versus health care).

Reflection on visits at religious denominations:


The view on RE in school is different. While the representative of Islam displays a
genuine interest in valid information about his religion, the pastor of the Free Church
claims he doesn’t need school.



The view on society conveys that they all accept the Swedish situation of a non-religious
general public.

Martin, Annette, Helga, Alexander, Maria, Kristian (from left)
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Karlstad, around 10 p.m. (23 April)

The “Peace Monument” at Stora
Torget (the main square), unveiled in
1955, commemorating the peaceful
dissolution between Sweden and
Norway in 1905 – yet, still raising a
few gender issues …
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